COMPANY

PROFILE

We use the power of the Internet to make it simple for you to book,
schedule and track your job online and you won’t find a more reliable
electrical services company.

WHO WE ARE
RTP Electrical are a well-established company that has been operating across Australia for over 10 years. We specialise in
the supply, installation and maintenance of high quality Commercial and Domestic Solar Panel Systems, as well as provide
exceptional Electrical Services. RTP Electrical can supply you a team of reliable, experienced Electricians to deliver first-class
service to every customer. RTP Electrical not only offers qualified Electricians, we are also an environment friendly team
that aim to provide awareness and energy saving solutions for all our customers. We are dedicated to adopting and
installing the latest technology to deliver real cuts in your electricity bills. We solely aim to give you the best experience
with us by providing you with expert advice and service.

At RTP Electrical we value ETHICS which stands for Excellence, Team Work, Honesty, Innovative, Can Do & Success. We

assure you of punctuality which implies that our electrician will reach site on time. Its our ‘on time’ guarantee and lifetime
workmanship warranty that makes us stand ahead of our competition. Our friendly team are committed to offer high
quality customer service and are trained on prioritising every job correctly and allocating you a technician who best suits
your needs for your ideal outcome. We have earned some notable accreditations which include; Accredited Master
Electrician, Accredited Electrician/Contractor Victoria, Accredited Electrician NSW, Accredited Electrician/Contractor ACT,
Accredited Electrician/Contractor Tasmania, Accredited Member of Safety Connect program and many more…

We use the power of the internet to make it simple for you to book, schedule and track your job online. You won’t find a
more reliable electrical company. Our team see themselves through the customers eyes so we can ensure we deliver
nothing less then the absolute best for you with advice you can count on. You can expect us to be personable, proactive and
above all, professional in all our dealings with you.
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OUR MISSION
At RTP Electrical our mission is to go the extra length in providing exceptional
service to our customers and deliver on our promises. We aim to provide quality
customer service, workplace safety, consistency and environmentally-sustainable
electrical solutions. Our goal is to complete job’s with quality, professionalism and
innovation, each and every time.

OUR VISION
At RTP Electrical our vision is to be your first choice Electrical company. We
aim to be in a league of our own by offering you high quality service and
attention to detail, which is ahead of any competition.
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WHAT WE DO
RTP Electrical combine a traditional and personal approach to business & home owners with power-efficient
equipment and expertise in the electrical industry. We aim to preserve the environment while you are saving on
high electrical expenses. We provide Electrical and Solar services that are beyond comparison.
At RTP Electrical our professional network of experienced Solar Installers, Engineers and Contractors allow us to
provide the most affordable Solar Power solutions with the highest standard of quality. We aim in providing our
customers with the right solution by tailoring our systems to individual home or business requirements. As well as
the beneficial effect Solar Energy has on the environment we also appreciate the customers advantage of
lowering electrical costs in order to provide financial growth. We use Clean Energy Council accredited installers
and designers to ensure you are receiving expert service.
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OUR
PROJECTS
DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL | DARE STREET, OCEAN GROVE VIC 3226
RTP Electrical completed an array of Electrical work at this stunning property in Ocean Grove, Victoria. This property’s works
consisted of all interior lighting including Pendant lighting, LED Lighting and Chandelier Installation as well as extensive exterior
decorative lighting.
This Project also saw the integration of New Home Wiring, Smoke Alarms, Home Automation and Solar Installation.

URBN SURF WAVE PARK | AIRPORT DRIVE,
TULLAMARINE VIC 3045
RTP Electrical were awarded the Electrical contract to install all
the Electrical underground cables and conduits, new main
Switchboards and Distribution boards, 25 meter light poles,
Arena Lighting, Bollard Lighting, Communications Cabling,
Electrical Pits and other various works to make this magnificent
coliseum for surfers come to life. Opening in the middle of 2019,
this project is one of a kind in Australia and RTP Electrical have
been instrumental in the Design and Implementation stages.
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HMGEM ENGINES 300KW SOLAR PV SYSTEM | MONTEREY RD,
DANDENONG VIC 3175
RTP Electrical installed a 300KW Solar System for HMGEM Engines in Dandenong. Most of their usage consisted of compressors
and other large equipment that was power hungry, which is why they decided to invest in Solar to reduce that. With recent
energy price increases HMGEM Engines decided this was another reason to bring Solar back on the table. Monthly bills varied
between $17,500 - $20,000 which will reduce by up to 70%.

80KW GROUND MOUNT SYSTEM | COMMERCIAL SOLAR
RURAL VICTORIA
RTP Electrical designed and constructed a ground mounted PV system covering 80% of the customers electricity needs. Our
customer in Country Victoria had extremely high electricity demands and had little to no usable roof space.
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MORIA MACS POULTRY 400KW SOLAR PV SYSTEM |
MCDOWALLS RD, EAST BENDIGO
RTP Electrical installed a huge 400KW Solar PV System at Moria Mac’s Poultry in East Bendigo. With a very large factory and a
number of machines, they were using a massive amount of power. Solar was a project that was on the table for them as they
needed to find the most cost effective solution.

RMIT LIGHTING UPGRADE | 264 PLENTY RD,
BUNDOORA VIC 3083
RTP Electrical were selected at tender stage against multiple other Electrical Contractors to complete an upgrade of
35,000+ light fittings throughout the Bundoora campus over half a year. The feedback as to why RTP Electrical were selected,
was advised that from our electrical contractor experience, being an established electrical contracting business for over a 10year period, project management skills and our customer service and expertise were the reason why.
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TEAM BUILD | 115 CHURCH STREET,
RICHMOND VIC 3121
Positioned behind the 101 year old heritage façade of the former S. Andrewartha Furniture Showrooms. Comprising 76
boutique residences spread across seven levels, this mid-rise harmonises perfectly with the neighbourhood’s history,
featuring a diverse array of materials.

RTP Electrical were contracted to deliver Electrical works for 76 high-end Apartments for Team Build in Richmond, Victoria.
Our Electricians will deliver all the Power, Lights, Switchboards, Substation, Underground Mains, CCTV, NBN, Data, Solar and
all other requirements as part of the Electrical package. Our team is dedicated in delivering projects on schedule and in
budget. From small extensions to underground mains to solar on roof tops, RTP Electrical have the expertise and knowledge

to take on a project and deliver.
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OUR SERVICES
We give a wide range of services to provide our clients, no job is too big or too small.

Commercial Electrical
RTP Electrical provides commercial electricians across Australia and New Zealand for our wide client-base
including but not limited to; commercial management groups, retail stores, real estate agencies, electrical
suppliers, residential and commercial construction, churches, office spaces, fitness centres, bars and body
corporate maintenance. RTP Electrical can design a service to suit your individual business needs. We pride
ourselves in delivering all projects on schedule, in budget and to a high-quality standard.

Domestic Electrical
RTP Electrical designs and install all Electrical works for Domestic properties. Our helpful and reliable team
are committed to complete your desired outcome to a high standard, Whether you are installing a new
light fitting or renovating an entire property expect the same attention to detail to all projects and
customers.
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Commercial Solar
We believe Solar is the best way for Business owners and managers to reduce stress over increasing
power bills. RTP Electrical have introduced and installed Solar energy to many businesses, and it has
positively reduced bills. With a lot of Businesses operating factories and large equipment 24/7 that is
Power hungry, Solar Energy is the perfect way in helping to decrease your costs as well as providing

a sustainable future.

Domestic Solar
Starting out in the Domestic Solar Industry, RTP Electrical was apart of the start of the renewable

energy boom, we were there for the $8,000 government subsidies, the 60 cent feed in tariff, the 30
cent feed in tariff, the 8 cent feed in tariff and to plan to be here in another 10 years to give you the
best possible materials on the market at an affordable price. Our experts will visit the premises and
tailor a solar package that will best fit the customer. With thousands of installations completed on
homes all over Australia you can rest easy that our installers are experienced, CEC accredited and
qualified to complete the installation at the highest standard.

Battery Installation
Battery storage is the latest advancement in the Solar industry. Not only does installing a battery
store excess energy, it allows homes and businesses to monitor the usage and easily maintain control

of electricity bills. There is plenty of battery technology on the market although the most common
going into homes is lithium ion. RTP have been involved in multiple battery systems such as Tesla,
BYD, Sonen, LG and multiple others in the Australian market, depending on our customers’
requirements and what load the battery needs to take.

Data and Communications
Data and Communication Cabling is one of the most important foundations of a business and home.
If installed poorly and fails, it can be very costly and a stressful situation especially in important
times. Our Electricians will offer the best possible solution for all your Data and Communication
requirements as well as take the time and care to perfect it with the highest attention to detail. RTP
are fully licenced to install all types of data systems such as CCTV, internet, phone, door strike
systems and much more.
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CONTACT US
ADDRESS:
Unit 3/11 Trevi Cres, Tullamarine VIC 3043

HEAD OFFICE: 03 9646 1239
EMERGENCY:

1300 776 353 (1300PROELEC)

